BIDDER/RESPONDER SHALL CONFORM TO THE FOLLOWING CHANGES AS SAME SHALL BECOME BINDING UPON THE CONTRACT TO BE ISSUED IN RESPONSE TO THIS INVITATION FOR BID/REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL.

The following address questions regarding this Invitation for Bid/Request for Proposal.

Q & A

1. On the unit pricing, you have a fiber outlet, and a dual fiber outlet. What mode and core size are you wanting for those?

   All fiber is Single Mode – Please refer to the approved list of sizes and part numbers in the “NKU Approved Materials” spread sheet provided in the IT Standards document.

2. Phone extension move – is this just having a technician cross connect the phone jack to the new location?

   Yes

3. Is the cabling plenum?

   Yes - all cabling is plenum.

TH E E ND

By: Eli Baird
Bid Specialist
Lucas Administrative Center, Suite 617
1 Nunn Drive
Highland Heights, KY 41099